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Abstract
Peer-reviewed scientific literature is a prime source for accessing knowledge in the biomedical field. Its rapid growth and
diverse domain coverage require systematic efforts in developing interactive tools for efficiently searching and summarizing
current advances for acquiring knowledge and referencing, and for furthering scientific discovery. Although information
retrieval systems exist, the conventional tools and systems remain difficult for biomedical investigators to use. There remain
gaps even in the state-of-the-art systems as little attention has been devoted to understanding the needs of biomedical
researchers.
Our work attempts to bridge the gap between the needs of biomedical users and systems design efforts. We first study
the needs of users and then design a simple visual analytic application tool, SEACOIN. A key motivation stems from biomedical
researchers' request for a "simple interface" that is suitable for novice users in information technology. The system minimizes
information overload, and allows users to search easily even in time-constrained situations. Users can manipulate the depth of
information according to the purpose of usage. SEACOIN enables interactive exploration and filtering of search results via
"metamorphose topological visualization" and "tag cloud," visualization tools that are commonly used in social network sites.
We illustrate SEACOIN's usage through applications on PubMed publications on heart disease, cancer, Alzheimer’s disease,
diabetes, and asthma.
*Corresponding author: eva.lee@gatech.edu
Introduction
Peer-reviewed scientific literature is a prime resource for accessing worldwide scientific knowledge, but its continuing growth
and diversification demand systematic and automated efforts to effectively utilize the information that it contains1. Most
researchers use electronic retrieval systems (e.g., PubMed) for their studies, searching for key results in bio/clinical advances,
finding what has been done, where the research was conducted, when it was performed, and by whom.
However, current systems present difficulties for biomedical researchers. Since many systems are developed by
information experts, they may be too complex for a novice user to properly utilize search query features, and in turn query results
may be so voluminous as to overload the user. For example, researchers reported that advanced searches utilizing Medical
Subject Headings (MeSH) terms are rarely used although they could retrieve concise search results2. Bridging the gap between
biomedical researchers and computational linguists is crucial to the success of biomedical literature mining1. In previous work,
biomedical researchers have offered recommendations in user interface design that will make the tools accessible to nonspecialists in informatics1. For example, some studies investigated existing biomedical information retrieval systems and reported
users' needs by interviewing the users on their needs and analyzing their logs. However, few systems researchers have explicitly
defined the needs before they design the interface.
In this study, we first define user needs by searching and organizing previous studies on needs of biomedical
specialists. Next, we evaluate previous studies on user electronic biomedical literature retrieval systems by applying the defined
needs. Finally, we derive and implement new informatics and visualization design interface based on users’ desires. Preliminary
validation of usage of our system is performed on data/search analysis using MEDLINE.
Users’ Behavior

Pattern and Needs

Previous studies have examined biomedical researchers' behavior patterns and their general needs from PubMed, the most
popular/common biomedical search engine for the MEDLINE database2, 3. Some analyzed query logs to gain insights, while
others documented difficulties or limitations of current systems. Davies et al4 interviewed biomedical experts to better understand
their needs. Based on the literature, we identify seven characteristics that represent users' needs on biomedical information
retrieval system that focuses on PubMed databases.
1.

2.

Most users prefer short and simple queries based on keywords. Studies showed that most queries are composed of
keywords (94% of searches) 4. Queries are usually short with very few terms3. The average number of tokens per query
is 3.543. High-level concept words such as 'cancer', 'cell', 'review', and 'protein' are commonly-used terms instead of
specific gene names or formal clinical words as in Table 12. 'Kinase' is relatively the most formal term among 40 top
common words.
Users mostly issue queries that need to explore uncharted database. Only one quarter of queries were navigational
(bibliographic query) which try to find a specific paper by employing original search categories (e.g., author, journal
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3.

name) of database structure2. The remaining queries were informational searches intended to satisfy information needs
on the keyword as a topic. An informational query needs to extract data from unstructured format by analyzing and
parsing the retrieved literature. For example, when a use enters 'asthma' as a query, they expect the system to retrieve
literature whose topic pertains to asthma. Unfortunately, the database searched by the system may not have structured
data indicating if each paper is 'asthma related' or not. Most data files are unstructured documents. The system should
provide users with the ability to search and analyze abstracts or other unstructured information/documents so as to
locate relevant literature.
Users want to retrieve information focused on one category and each user has very diverse interest in different
domains. Dogan at el. reported 60% of queries were annotated with only one category3. In other words, users need indepth search focusing on a category. They would like to acquire depth of literature pertaining to the key topic of their
choice rather than different context of literature belonging to similar categories. On the other hand, users issue queries
on a large variety of topics without dominant search terms or topics2.

Table 1. Common terms in informational query2
Term
Frequency
cancer
cell
review
disease
protein
cells
human
receptor
treatment
syndrome
4.

5.

6.

7.

46,370
39,687
35,272
21,337
20,417
17,574
17,512
15,837
15,715
15,476

Users want a familiar and simple interface that does not require special knowledge of information technology.
Ironically, although MeSH, which provides tags of possible topics for each literature, allows topic-based search and indepth search, it is seldom used2. One reason is the complex interface of MeSH term search. Users need to know query
knowledge in order to use MeSH terms and need to get through several steps to build a query. Clinical and biomedical
specialists have voiced that they have difficulties using advanced features of PubMed because of lack of expert
knowledge in information technology as well as a lack of time to acquire the knowledge. An intuitive search interface
that is tailored to biomedical specialists' search knowledge is important1.
Users are sensitive and overwhelmed by 'Information overload.' Voluminous search results have a negative effect on
user experience, as the information returned is not conducive for results summarization. In one study, it was stated that
the result set contains an average of 13,798 citations with a median of 17 citations3. As a result, users are more inclined
to issue a new query than to request an abstract or full-text view3. Similarly, users are less likely to select a citation as
the result returns get bigger3.
Few users review results beyond the first page. Over 80% of the clicks for detail views occurred on one of the top 20
citations returned in the result set3. That is, most clicks happened on citations in the first result page (by default,
PubMed returns 20 results per page). The number of clicks for the documents in the later pages degrades
exponentially3.
Page format has effect on user behavior. A study that observed the ordinal position of the clicked item found that users
are more likely to click the first and the last returned citations of each result page3. This suggests that users are
influenced by the result page format when selecting returned citations rather than simply following the retrieval order
of PubMed.

Based on this analysis, as well as our discussion with clinical and biomedical investigators, we conclude that users desire:
•
an input interface that is suitable for keyword-based search;
•
retrieve results (based on the keywords they issue as a topic) as a response to informational query;
•
considerable depth of returned information focusing on one category from a diverse domain;
•
simple-to-use interface that requires no special knowledge in information technology
•
return of results without information overload
•
display results onto a single page
•
page format that takes into account users' behavior and interaction with the system, with focus on top-down and
bottom-up display.

Existing Systems: Features, limitations, and Challenges
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Below, we summarize how these seven factors related to user needs are reflected in existing tools and systems.
Most existing systems provide a suitable input interface for short and simple keywords. PubNet requires users to create
a query by specifying node category (e.g., author, paper, GenBank) and edge category (e.g., co-authorship, MeSH terms) 5.
However, most systems import the PubMed query interface into their applications, which provides a fine-grained input interface
for keyword-based query5-11.
The majority of the systems focus on information retrieval of uncharted territories. Uniformly, most encounter similar
difficulties in exploring a full-text database for informational query, and developers put much effort on automatic text analysis to
identify and extract relevant facts9. PubMed abstracts are used as input and data are explored by document clustering, network
representations of the underlying conceptual relationships and the mapping of search results to MeSH and Gene Ontology trees10.
Although the developers pointed out the importance of in-depth search, and some employed a pre-defined ontology
such as MeSH and Gene Ontology trees to organize result sets7, 9, 10, little attention has been paid to the depth of retrieved
information focusing on one category in a diverse domain. Moreover, fixed ontology structures focus on describing how the topic
(issued keywords) is related to the predefined categories rather than explaining the topic at different levels. Additionally, a fixed
ontology structure, which is generated manually by a human, cannot cover all the domains of biomedical literature. We should
note that since 2008, MEDLINE has expanded at a rate of approximately 2,200 new entries per day (calculated from PubMed
2008 indexed entries) 12.
Many systems tend to have a much more complex interface than users want. Although developers strive to create
intuitive and easy-to-use interfaces, few consider users' experience and knowledge on information retrieval technology. For
example, developers utilize network visualization to represent the associations of biomedical entities in the retrieved literature
without considering its complexity with overlapped nodes5, 9.
Very often, the systems provide an overwhelming amount of filtering functions and choices. Some enable filtering of
results by selecting a category in a fixed ontology 9, 10 or by selecting important words from the result sets10. For example,
PubOnto provides four fixed ontology structures, each offering more than 500 categories as optional selections to filter the
results10. Overlapped nodes of visualization can also contribute to information overload.
The number of result pages is not reflected as an essential design rationale. Systems with visualization such as AliBaba
and PubOnto offer a one-page summarization of results9, 10. However, most other systems return excessive number of pages as in
PubMed’s. When the word ‘cancer’ is searched, most systems return more than 100,000 pages of information.
Few systems examine the format of a result page and its impact to user’s response. Little effort has been devoted to
arranging components in a page. A number of systems follow the format of PubMed such as Anno O'Tate although it has been
commented that its format needs improvement. Systems with visualization present suitable page format by arranging a
component containing results on the bottom and thus making it easy for users to access the final information.
Table 2 Comparison between text-based applications and applications with visualization
Text-based System/tool with
system/tool
Visualization
Depth
Familiar/simple-to-use interface
Information overload
# of returned pages
Page format

Dissatisfied
Satisfied
Dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Dissatisfied

Dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Satisfied
Satisfied

Contrasting existing systems and tools against the desires of users, we identify dissatisfaction gaps in five areas: depth
of retrieved information, familiar and simple-to-use interface, information overload, number of returned pages, and design of
result page format that is conducive to users’ understanding of results. The gaps are different depending on the format of the
tools — whether it is text-based or with visualization features (Table 2). Systems with visualization tend to satisfy the needs on
'number of result pages' and 'page format' by summarizing an enormous number of citations into a graph, where some effort has
been expended on content arrangement. On the other hand, text-based systems satisfy the needs on familiar and easy-to-use
interface by employing a general Internet interface such as hypertext link. However, all systems lack in the depth of retrieved
information. Although some systems with visualization employ a predefined ontology, they do not offer different depths of
information. Information overload is seen either with enormous amount of text results returned, or that the information is
entangled into an enormous visual data format. Most systems try to provide as many functions as possible without articulating
what functions are actually needed and for what purpose.
SEACOIN
Search Explore Analyze COnnect INspire, SEACOIN, is a web-based utility that attempts to alleviate the shortcomings of
existing search technology. SEACOIN’s design is based on needs of biomedical researchers. The design addresses the seven
user-defined needs previously described as well as four problems in visualization methods. It utilizes word cloud and
metamorphoses topological visualization concepts. Briefly, SEACOIN allows
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i.
ii.

keyword-based queries through the input interface;
uncharted territories analysis (results are parsed by machine learning and indexed searching techniques and are
subsequently summarized into word cloud and topological visualization constructs);
iii. topological visualization that contains multiple levels of depth;
iv. use of tag clouds, one of the most familiar visualization tools that can increase user accessibility significantly;
v. exploration of uncharted database;
vi. dynamic 1-page summarization and incorporation of users’ behavior into effective page format and content
visualization.
Figure 1 shows the schema workflow within the SEACOIN investigative engine.
SEACOIN is designed for use by biomedical researchers whose time is limited and who can benefit from a simple-touse visualization-based search tool that can present the results of their queries in an easy-to-understand and content-driven
summarized format. When a user initiates a search through key words, SEACOIN begins the real-time search process, e.g., in our
examples below, we search the PubMed databases. The related data are pulled, pre-processed, and filtered. Text mining, topic
modeling, and natural language processing are performed on these unstructured texts. Co-occurrence and relational topics are
identified that will then be utilized to establish the tag clouds and topological/relational network tree for eventual dynamic
navigation. The tree consists of multiple depths, allowing a top-down and bottom-up approaches to review the data in
visualization and user-driven interactive format. The key challenges in the development of SEACOIN are the computational time
in analyzing text-based data, the real-time generation of the content relationship, and the resulting navigational capability.

Figure 1. A simplified schematic workflow within SEACOIN investigative tool

The SEACOIN summarization screen includes 1) input field, 2) word cloud, 3) interactive metamorphose topology
visualization with multiple-depth navigation, and 4) table of recalled literature, displayed in four regions as shown in Figure 2.
Specifically, the upper left input field accepts queries to PubMed. Under the input field, word cloud shows a quick overview of
results from parsing the abstracts returned for the query. The interactive graph in the center contains detailed information of
results from mining and parsing the abstracts in real-time. The table on the right includes the list of retrieved literature.
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Figure 2. SEACOIN summarization display panel: 1) input field, 2) word cloud, 3) interactive metamorphose topology
visualization with multiple depth navigation, and 4) table of recalled literature.
Input field The input query interface of the current version of PubMed is a popular search tool and is easy to use for biomedical
investigators. We therefore import the PubMed query interface into the SEACOIN tool. When a user types in a query, it is sent to
PubMed using the NCBI E-Utilities (ESearch and EFetch)10 to obtain the PubMed IDs. This takes advantage of existing preprocessing that occurs within PubMed10. Given the set of PubMed IDs, articles are first searched for in a local database. For
articles not found in the local database, E- Utilities are used to download the relevant records directly from PubMed10. The local
database is established based on recent queries by users, and is updated dynamically as various searches are performed within
SEACOIN and information is accumulated.
Word cloud Word cloud is a familiar simple-to-use visualization construct on social network sites. It provides an impression of
the person and his or her interests14. SEACOIN employs word cloud to provide an impression of all searched literature in a
conventional way without information overload. The size and order of each tag represent frequency in recalled literature.
Clicking a tag alters the center of topology visualization and re-arranges the structure of topology visualization centered on the
clicked item. Also, the table of recalled data is updated and filtered based on the clicked word of word cloud.
Users can change the center/root of the graph and the degree of separation. It allows the navigation of content at the
user’s discretion. Figure 3 illustrates the topological network of contents. The upper left figure is the initial default tree with the
chosen word as the center of the tree. The upper right figure displays the entire tree with the available level of depths (4 levels are
shown here). The lower left figure shows a rearranged graph by changing its center node to a node of level 2 with degree value 2
(simply by clicking on that node). The lower right figure shows a rearranged graph by changing its center node into a node in
level 1 with degree value 1.
The word cloud can be replaced by a combination of n-grams. Searching via strings and phases are also possible within
the backend algorithm. However, such searches are NP-hard and may increase the search time significantly.
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Figure 3. This figure shows the metamorphosed shapes of topology visualization in SEACOIN. Users can change the center of
graph, degree of separation, and depth of information.
Interactive metamorphose topology visualization The visualization representation of the topological graph is generated using the
open source visual analytics framework Birdeye Ravis15. The backend engines that drive the updates were developed in house.
They include machine learning, text-mining, and topic modeling algorithms, and a specialized non-indexed database. These
techniques include a general-purpose optimization-based discriminant analysis modeling framework and computational engine
(DAMIP)16-19, which has proven to be a powerful and flexible classification model and solution engine. Its multi-group prediction
capability has been demonstrated successfully across a broad spectrum of biological and medical applications20-24. Working
together, they generate in real-time multiple levels of hierarchy based on the most important words. These words are updated for
every query. The node indicates a word resulting from analyzed abstracts of retrieved literature as shown in Figure 3. The center
red node is the root of the search. The blue nodes represent child nodes. The size of the node represents the level in the hierarchy
of words; a larger size indicates a higher-level word. Each node has a set of children except the words in the last level. We limit
the maximum number of children (5 per node) and depth (4 levels) in our implementation in order to control information
overload by filtering options and for ease of navigation within the visualization process. Advanced users can select the level of
children and depth in their search to tailor to their needs.
Each edge connecting 'Parent node' to 'Child node' indicates that the associated word of the Child node is one of the top
five most common words in abstracts filtered by the words of all ancestral nodes. Thus, the level 0 word is the most common
word of all recalled abstracts. The five level 1 words, child nodes of a node at level 0, are the most common words in abstracts
filtered by the word of level 0. For example, if users search on 'asthma', the most common word of the recalled abstract is
'asthma.' Users can see 'patients', 'study', 'results', 'cells', and 'children' in level 1 as shown in Figure 3 (top left). Each node in
level 1 also has five children nodes, which are the most common words of abstracts filtered by 'its own ancestors' such as
'patients' AND 'asthma'. As users navigate to the lower level, they are able to retain more detail and specific words. For example,
visualization search by keyword 'asthma' returns a number of formal/professional biological words such as ‘mRNA,’ a molecule
of RNA encoding a chemical "blueprint" for a protein product and ‘COPD,’ Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease in Level 3.
Users can retrieve a concise list of literature by selecting the words in the lowest level.
The dynamic topology visualization facilitates summarization of numerous returned abstracts, and allows contentdriven summary selected by users so as to avoid information overload. Users can control the graph's degree of separation as
shown in Figure 3, and they can increase or decrease the depth of summarization. Also, users can manage the amount of
information returned by filtering via a specific word selection. When they select a word in the visualization tree, SEACOIN will
return only the literature that contains the word and its parent words. Moreover, users are able to change the center node of
visualization and thus they can re-organize the summary based on the essential word they choose, and discard unwanted parts of
returned information.
Table of recalled literature SEACOIN produces the list of recalled literature and presents them in a panel on the right side of the
screen. The list is filtered and optimized as users interact with the word cloud and/or topology visualization. The articles are
sorted by how deeply they relate to the selected words. When a user selects an article, its details are presented in a pop-up
window. Also, users can extend their search to PubMed by clicking on the button that takes users to the article in PubMed.
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SEACOIN system architecture (Figure 4) SEACOIN is developed via FLEX and Java. FLEX specializes in user interface while
Java provides efficient technical options to manage large data sets. To accommodate unstructured information with full-text, a
local database with Apache Lucene, a Java-based indexing and search library, is implemented. Apache Lucene enables
considerably faster performance in full text searching25 than MySQL. After Apache Lucene retrieves literature by matching
keywords, Mallet26, a Java-based package for statistical natural language processing, tokenizes the abstract of recalled literature,
counts each word in the file, and returns top thirty common words. After initialization and selecting the main word for the root,
the level 0, Apache Lucene matches not only the current word but also words of all the parents’ word. After the process, Mallet
returns the top thirty words again among the words in abstracts resulting from matching itself and its parents, to ensure that each
of the words in the topology visualization tree is not overlapped. In-house topic modeling, text-mining, and machine learning
techniques are also incorporated to speed up the analysis process. The process to find child nodes iterates until SEACOIN
completes words from level 0 to level k. If we restrict the number of child nodes at each level to be n, then the total number of
nodes generated at the end is nk -1.
Result and Evaluation
The design of SEACOIN addresses expressed user concerns related to i) depth of retrieved information, ii) familiar and simpleto-use interface, iii) information overload, iv) number of returned pages, and v) result page format that is conducive to users’
understanding of results, vi) relevance of filtered results and user needs; vii) representation of word cloud to query word entered
by the user, and viii) time in performing the search. The depth of information control, the navigational power, the user control of
selected nodes (topics) for exploration, and the 1-page visual-data summarization of SEACOIN address metrics i), iii), and iv).
ii) and v) are user subjective. Anecdotal comments from bioinformatics researchers who have used SEACOIN have been
favorable. In future research we will work to define formal metrics for evaluation. Herein, to shed some lights for metrics vi) –
viii), we compare SEACOIN results with other search tools. We briefly describe the outcomes for searches of five common
diseases (heart disease, cancer, Alzheimer’s disease, diabetes, and asthma).

Figure 4. Systems architecture for SEACOIN: Frontend FLEX user interface, backend Java for fast recalled text analysis, with
blazeDS combining frontend and backend
We search the five disease keywords in SEACOIN, Anne O’Tate10, and ‘Also try’ of PubMed27 that suggests
alternative queries to filter and navigate originally retrieved results. SEACOIN is the only tool with visualization capability and
process all the filtering in a page by selecting a node of topology visualization or a word from the word cloud. The other two are
text-based search. Therefore, in order to utilize a suggested query, users need to open a new page. Anne O’Tate provides
’important words’ resulting from analyzing abstracts of originally retrieved literature. When users select a word in the ’important
word list’, they can obtain new results by issuing a new query that is composed of the original query and a selected word among
suggestions. PubMed deploys the ’Also try’ feature that suggests possible keywords that might help users reach targeted
literature. ’Also try’ features statistical results from accumulated user logs by observing users’ keyword queries. If users enter a
word, ’Also try’ suggests a new phrase composed of the original word and a new word. If users enter two words, ’Also try’
suggests phrase containing the original two words and a new word. The filtering rates and time performance among the three
approaches are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3. Filtering rates and time efficiency of SEACOIN, “Also Try”, and “Anne O’tate”
SEACOIN
Search Key

lv. 1

lv. 2

lv. 3

“Also Try”
Time
(min)

lv. 1

lv. 2
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lv. 3

“Anne O’Tate”
Time
(min)

lv. 1

lv. 2

lv. 3

Time
(min)

Cancer
Diabetes
Heart
Asthma
Alzheimer
Average %
of literature
remaining

34%
35%
49%
40%
47%
41%

12%
13%
14%
18%
22%
16%

0.1%
0.3%
0.8%
0.9%
1.5%
0.7%

3:30
0:47
0:13
0:13
0:13

9%
2%
25%
28%
21%
17%

1%
1%
4%
3%
22%
6%

0.7%
0.2%
0.5%
N/A
N/A
0.4%

0:19
0:19
0:15
0:14
0:13

0.06%
0.06%
0.02%
21%
10%
6%

0.01%
0.003%
0.001%
4%
10%
3%

0.01%
0.001%
0.001%
0.5%
1.5%
0.04%

5:40
7:37
5:09
14:42
2:30

We observe that Ann O’Tate reduces the largest number of articles in the first level with only 6% remaining at level 1.
SEACOIN provides the most gradual filtering rate, and is the most consistent level by level across all 5 search keys. The filtering
rates of Ann O’Tate and ’Also try’ vary depending on the search keyword. ’Also try’, which originated from accumulated user
logs, lacks suggestions for keywords that are not searched often and stored in logs. For example, when ’asthma’ and ’Alzheimer’s
disease’ are the search keys, only first and second level queries are suggested.
According to biomedical users who have tested the system, SEACOIN provides reasonable suggestions to drill down
the recalled literature. The popularity of ‘Also try’ feature proves that the suggested words meet the users’ actual needs when
filtering or navigating retrieved literature. SEACOIN covers more than 50% of ‘Also try’ suggestions through topology
visualization. For example, when ’cancer’ is the search key, ‘Also try’ suggests ’breast cancer’, ‘lung cancer’, ‘prostate cancer’,
‘cancer stem’, and ‘colorectal cancer’. SEACOIN also suggests ‘breast’, ’lung’, and ’prostate’ as possible words to combine with
’cancer’. However, ’important words’ of Anne O’Tate rarely overlap with those of ’Also try’ of PubMed or SEACOIN.
We also note that the word cloud of SEACOIN contains words that are sufficiently representative of the query word
entered by the user. All the words from the word cloud are similar to the word set obtained by applying the Topic Modeling
technique directly to the same data set. Topic modeling in Mallet enables users to analyze large volumes of unlabeled text based
on a probability model26. Using contextual clues, topic models can connect words with similar meanings and distinguish between
uses of words with multiple meanings26. SEACOIN and Topic Modeling word cloud results share an average of 70% similarity
among the five search keys. Specifically, 75% of the words with search key ’cancer’ are the same (Figure 5). Compared to the
result of Topic Modeling, word cloud of SEACOIN obtained by tokenizing and counting frequency of each word in retrieved
abstracts appears to be more appropriate because of its effort in avoiding word iteration. From these results, we can say that word
cloud of SEACOIN provides a sufficient summary of the retrieved literature with meaningful words.
We observe some limitations in SEACOIN. Specifically, words at lower levels are composed of numerous
abbreviations. For example, abbreviations such as TNF, mRNA, lgE, COPD, microg appear in the third and forth levels in
SEACOIN. Since we standardize all the words into lowercase, recognizing the meaning of an abbreviation is tricky. For example,
mRNA is written as mrna, which loses its obvious biological reference. Improvement has to be made to filter abbreviations and to
ensure that case sensitivity is maintained.

Figure 5. SEACOIN tag cloud versus Topic Modeling results of cancer. The two procedures share 75% common words.
Summary and Discussion
Considerable research has been conducted on technical solutions that assist biomedical researchers in literature search. In this
work, we present Search Explore Analyze COnnect INspire, SEACOIN, a web-based utility that attempts to alleviate the
shortcomings of existing search technology. SEACOIN is designed for use by biomedical researchers whose time is limited and
who can benefit from a simple-to-use visualization-based navigational search tool that can present the results of their queries in
an easy-to-understand and content-driven summarized format. The system 1) performs real-time text mining, topic modeling,
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and natural language processing and development of user-driven hierarchy that focus on the users’ needs; 2) enables users to
navigate with interactive tools for topology visualization metamorphosis of concepts with multiple depths; 3) leverages a
familiar word cloud visual interface to increase accessibility to the metamorphoses graph construct; and 4) avoids information
overload by focusing on only essential functions with interactive visualization constructs that allow users to navigate freely and
control the amount of information.
SEACOIN does not require special knowledge or experience in information retrieval technology. Users can utilize the
system just as they use the Internet in everyday life. The system offers a user-friendly interface in FLEX. Specifically, the
frontend FLEX user-interface is integrated with a backend Java system through BlazeDA that allows for fast analysis of recalled
text. This design ensures that there is no compromise in system performance. FLEX facilitates the design of a user-friendly
visualization interface that is pleasing to biomedical users. A word cloud, one of the most familiar visualization constructs and
popular tools in social application sites, provides a quick overview of retrieved literature and allows users to focus their search
results without the need to modify or re-input the initial query. Synchronization between the word cloud and an interactive
visualization graph helps novice users to navigate their search. The system empowers users with the ability to control the depth
of information that they desire to navigate (through the retrieved literature) without overwhelming them with voluminous data.
Further, users can shift the focus of the words by clicking on a node of interest and exploring the selected depth of information
there. This depth of information control is a distinct feature of SEACOIN. Although the confidence value of Alibaba9 leverages
the number of visible nodes, it decreases or increases the number of relationships without considering the depth of information.
For example, when users search on cancer, SEACOIN enables them to control degree of separation about the topic cancer and
Alibaba to control the number of relationships.
SEACOIN provides users with a 1-page visual-data summarization. When users select a node in the topology
visualization tree, it filters the results set into literature where the word of a node and words of its parent node co-occur. Selecting
a node of upper depth returns more results, while selecting a node at lower depth returns a subset of results. Anne O’Tate also
filters the results when a user selects an entity resulting from parsing the retrieved literature. However, SEACOIN processes all
filtering without changing a page, thus eliminating the burden of page formatting or re-ordering of pages. Same-page processing
enables short performance time to filter results by loading every entity at once. It also offers a non-disruptive visual effect on the
retrieved information.
SEACOIN generates different levels of information for a topic that users want to search in real-time basis to help users
to retrieve in-depth information of retrieved literature. The real-time word hierarchy produced by parsing and analyzing the
retrieved literature provides different levels of information focusing on the needs of the users. This is very different from a predefined ontology where users are conformed to the preset format and thus limit their active participation and generation of useful
data that best fit their needs.
SEACOIN’s strength is in analyzing text-based data, the real-time generation of the content relationship, and the
resulting navigational capability. We must ensure its scalability and extensibility. Query times for the five instances presented
herein range from seconds to a few CPU minutes. Future work will involve defining formal metrics for evaluation, benchmarking
the computational effort for other searches, including searches of other scientific literature databases besides PubMed. We must
improve the handling of abbreviations so that important biological/clinical meanings of terms are not lost. More generally, user
accessibility and systems design feedback will be sought and incorporated. The system has also been tested for understanding
connectivity among authors, institutes, topics, funding sources, etc., and we expect continued advances on this front.
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